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It is very likely the case that all philosophical naturalists
are simultaneously methodological naturalists.
Eugenie Scott
Methodological naturalism stands as the received view about the nature
and conduct of contemporary science. For many intellectuals, methodological naturalism (MN) is nearly axiomatic; if science is to succeed, God must
remain silent. Even so, in recent years a minority of philosophers and scientists have raised objections to this idea, contending that it suffers fatal
difficulties. The present essay is likewise critical of MN. However, unlike
typical attacks, it critiques MN from the vantage of philosophical naturalism
(PN). Specifically, this essay first argues that philosophical naturalists ought
to reject MN because, when united with MN, PN opens itself to epistemic
dogmatism. Second, MN does not serve any positive epistemic purpose in
Abstract: This essay argues that philosophical naturalists who draw epistemic support from
science for their worldview ought to set aside methodological naturalism in certain historical sciences. When linked to methodological naturalism, philosophical naturalism opens itself
to several problems. Specifically, when joined with methodological naturalism, philosophical
naturalism can never be scientifically disconfirmed but will nearly always be confirmed, no
matter what the empirical evidence. Theistic-friendly “God hypotheses,” on the other hand, can
never be scientifically confirmed—again, no matter what the evidence—but are routinely said
to be disconfirmed. Methodological naturalism not only leads to this self-serving dynamic, but
does not appear to serve a meaningful epistemic purpose in the contest between philosophical
naturalism and theism and so, for these reasons, ought to be set aside.
. E.g., Bradley Monton, Seeking God in Science: An Atheist Defends Intelligent Design
(Peterborough, Canada: Broadview, 2009), chap. 2; Steve Fuller, Dissent over Descent (Cambridge, UK: Icon Books, 2008), 133–70; Alvin Plantinga, “Methodological Naturalism?” Perspectives on Science and Christian Faith 49 (1997): 143–54; J. P. Moreland, “Theistic Science
and Methodological Naturalism,” in The Creation Hypothesis, ed. J. P. Moreland (Downers
Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1994), 44–66; Stephen C. Meyer, Signature in the Cell (New York:
HarperOne, 2009), 373–438; Del Ratzsch, Nature, Design, and Science (Albany, NY: SUNY
Press, 2001).
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the contest between philosophical naturalism and theism. In short, MN does
not help, but instead harms, the epistemic status of PN. For these reasons,
MN ought to be set aside.

Definitions and Qualifications
Before proceeding to the body of the essay, some definitions and qualifications are in order. Like most provocative ideas, MN suffers from multiple
definitions which are not always compatible. Instead of engaging each of
these versions, this essay will focus on (arguably) the most widely-held version, captured in these mainstream statements:
(1) “There is currently nearly unanimous agreement that reference to
the supernatural—and that includes divine intelligent design—is
completely out of place in scientific contexts.”
(2) “By its very nature, science is obliged to leave out any appeal to the
supernatural, and so its explanations will always sound naturalistic
and purely physical.”
(3) “[T]he methodological naturalist insists that, inasmuch as one is doing science, one avoids all theological or other religious reference.
In particular, one denies God a role in creation.”
What these definitions have in common is that they prohibit appeals to God
(or the supernatural) within science. Scientific practice and discourse should
not or cannot consider God’s action as an explanation for natural phenomena; instead, the only permissible explanations within science are ones that
appeal exclusively to natural entities, causes, processes, laws, and the like.
A few features of this definition of MN are worth emphasizing. First, MN is
“metaphysically neutral” in the limited sense that it does not claim or imply
that nature is “all there is” or that God (or other spiritual beings) do not exist.
In short, MN does not entail PN. Second, as used here MN is universal in
. See, e.g., Kelly Smith, “Appealing to Ignorance behind the Cloak of Ambiguity,” in Intelligent Design Creationism and Its Critics, ed. Robert Pennock (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
2001), 713; Robert Larmer, “Is Methodological Naturalism Question-Begging?” Philosophia
Christi 5 (2003): 113–15; Niall Shanks, God, the Devil, and Darwin (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2004), 141–2; Ernan McMullin, “Varieties of Methodological Naturalism,” in The Nature
of Nature, ed. Bruce Gordon and William Dembski (Wilmington, DE: ISI Books, 2010).
. Ratzsch, Nature, Design and Science, 79. Ratzsch is critical of MN.
. John Haught, “Darwin, Design, and Divine Providence,” in Debating Design, ed. Michael
Ruse and William Dembski (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 231.
. Michael Ruse, “Methodological Naturalism Under Attack,” in Intelligent Design Creationism and Its Critics, 365.
. The conception of MN as a “working hypothesis” or “default assumption,” instead of
as an inviolable rule of science, will be addressed in the Objections and Replies section of this
essay.
. As an epistemic matter, MN is “metaphysically neutral” (the limited sense that it does
not entail PN), yet it is important to note that historically MN has been a major cause in the
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scope. It implies that contemporary scientific discourse and practice ought to
be only naturalistic for all who engage in it, whether philosophical naturalists, theists, poststructuralists, Buddhists, or others.
“God” will be used in this essay to refer to the orthodox conception of
the deity found in the historical Judeo-Christian tradition. “Theism” will be
used to refer to the worldview which takes the traditional monotheistic God
as its prime reality. A “God hypothesis” in the present context is a statement (or conjunction of statements) that directly or indirectly refers to God’s
empirically-detectable direct action (as opposed to ‘secondary’ action). The
specific hypotheses that will be discussed in this essay are limited to God or
intelligent design as the explanation for origin of the following: the universe,
fine tuning of the universe, organic life, the Cambrian explosion, certain molecular processes or entities (like the famed bacterial flagellum), and the human mind, respectively. As defined here, these God hypotheses each have
a higher antecedent probability given theism than given PN. Accordingly,
if one or more of these hypotheses enjoys evidential confirmation, then this
confirmation raises the probability of theism as compared to the probability
of PN, all things being equal.10
A few important features of these hypotheses are noteworthy. First,
these God hypotheses arguably fall under the rubric of “historical sciences”
since they are concerned with the causal origin of specific features (or the
whole) of the physical world. The present essay seeks to challenge MN in
these particular areas of historical science, not in science generally, nor in
so-called experimental or bench science. Although there is overlap between
historical and experimental science, the latter typically seeks to explain the
operations and properties of phenomena without directly addressing their
(distant) origins. Historical science, on the other hand, generally takes the
findings of experimental science as the explanandum and seeks to infer what
secularization of the American academy. See James Turner and Jon Roberts, The Sacred and the
Secular University (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000).
. God’s “direct action,” as used here, is compatible both with discrete miracles in history
and “front-loaded” design, in which God’s direct action occurs early in cosmic history and then
is manifest (in an empirically-detectable manner) at some later time.
. E.g., Robin Collins, “A Scientific Argument for the Existence of God: The Fine-Tuning
Design Argument,” in Reason for the Hope Within, ed. Michael Murray (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans, 1999), 47–75; William Lane Craig, “Naturalism and Cosmology,” in Naturalism:
A Critical Analysis, ed. William Lane Craig and J. P. Moreland (New York: Routledge, 2000),
215–52; Michael Behe, Darwin’s Black Box (New York: The Free Press, 1996); Stephen C.
Meyer, “The Origin of Biological Information and the Higher Taxonomic Categories,” Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington 117, no. 2 (2004): 213–39; Meyer, Signature
in the Cell.
10. There is a dispute about whether, at a minimum, intelligent design hypotheses refer
indirectly to God and/or entail the existence of God or a supernatural being. Obviously, if ID
hypotheses (indirectly) refer to God or entail God’s existence, then they may be properly categorized as “God hypotheses,” as this essay allows. But if ID hypotheses do not refer to God (even
indirectly) or entail God’s existence, then they may be permitted in science even if MN governs
science. If this is so, then the use of MN to exclude ID from science fails.
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initially produced the original form, ancestor, or state of the phenomena. For
the most part, all parties involved in the discussion about MN accept naturalistic explanations in experimental science and, to some extent, in particular
areas of historical science (such as the origin of the Rocky Mountains, for
example). As such, the present argument focuses only on the areas of historical science that are relevant to the God hypotheses specified above.
Second, when understood correctly or augmented appropriately, arguments for these hypotheses are based in part on positive conceptual and empirical reasons, not just negative critiques of their rivals. Whether or not
these arguments succeed, they are not arguments from ignorance.11 Third, the
hypotheses noted above draw upon current developments in cosmology, astronomy, astrophysics, paleontology, anthropology, genetics, biochemistry,
or other areas and use contemporary conceptions of inference, explanation,
confirmation, probability, information theory, or the like. While they have
similarities to their predecessors of earlier eras, they also have (or are shaped
by) significant empirical and conceptual differences. Fourth, these hypotheses are currently engaged by scientists and philosophers, including some
philosophical naturalists, in print or at professional conferences.12
Collectively, this essay suggests that it is in the epistemic interest of
philosophical naturalists to include within the boundaries of historical science the hypotheses noted above—in part because, to summarize, these new
hypotheses are not arguments from ignorance but appear to have positive
empirical and conceptual support, draw upon contemporary developments
in science and philosophy of science, and, as a de facto matter, are already
scrutinized by some philosophical naturalists. Thus, they stand as current,
formidable arguments presently under debate.13 Of course, many dated God
hypotheses do not fit these criteria—claims about Zeus creating this or that
or nineteenth-century creationist claims that every species came about due to
11. See, e.g., Meyer, Signature in the Cell; Collins, “A Scientific Argument for the Existence
of God,” 47–75. Their general epistemic approach can be used in arguments for the other God
hypotheses under consideration.
12. Of the many examples, see Daniel Dennett, “Commentary on Alvin Plantinga’s ‘Science
and Religion’” (American Philosophical Association Central Division Conference, Chicago, IL,
February 21, 2009; an audio file is available at http://www.megaupload.com/?d=WN2X9G6W);
R. Durrett and D. Schmidt, “Waiting for Two Mutations: With Applications to Regulatory Sequence Evolution and the Limits of Darwinian Evolution,” Genetics 180 (2008): 1501–9; N.
Matzke, “The Edge of Creationism,” Trends in Ecology and Evolution 22, no. 11 (2007): 566–7;
Sean Carroll, “God as Genetic Engineer,” Science 316, no. 5830 (2007): 1427–8; A. Clements
et al., “The Reducible Complexity of a Mitochondrial Molecular Machine,” Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 106 (2009): 15791–5.
13. This is in part why, contrary to theists Patrick McDonald and Nivaldo Tro, the supposed
past failure of nonnatural hypotheses is largely irrelevant to the epistemic merits or scientific
status of the particular updated God hypotheses discussed in this essay (McDonald and Tro, “In
Defense of Methodological Naturalism,” Christian Scholar’s Review 38, no. 2 (2009): 201–29).
They also hold that MN is justified as a “working hypothesis” by its past success as well as the
repeated failure of God hypotheses. This view will be criticized in the Objections and Replies
section.
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an independent intervention of God. For present purposes, such hypotheses
may be safely set aside.
“Ultranaturalistic hypotheses,” as used here, are hypotheses that have
a higher antecedent probability given PN than given theism, so that their
confirmation raises the probability of PN as compared to the probability of
theism, all things being equal. Ultranaturalistic hypotheses should be distinguished from run-of-the-mill “naturalistic hypotheses.” For present purposes, I will stipulate that these latter hypotheses are ones which explain
physical phenomena (or their origins) by reference to natural (or secondary)
causes, laws, and such but do not have a higher antecedent probability given
PN than given theism. For example, suppose I hypothesize that the shrubs in
my front yard died as a result of having their roots eaten by mice. If I were
to make careful observations which confirmed this hypothesis, such a result
would not raise the probability of PN with respect to the probability of theism. Quite obviously, this is because a “naturalistic” explanation of the death
of my shrubs enjoys the same (or a relevantly similar) antecedent probability
given PN as given theism. Presumably, however, there are some areas of scientific inquiry—such as the origin of the universe, fine tuning, life, Cambrian
biota, certain molecular processes and entities, and human minds—which
may have implications for the epistemic standings of PN and theism. This is
because various hypotheses in these areas arguably have different antecedent
probabilities with respect to theism or PN. “God hypotheses,” which directly
or indirectly refer to God, quite obviously have an antecedent probability of
zero given PN. Pretty clearly, these same hypotheses have a higher initial
probability given theism or some versions of theism.
But some theists, including some theistic evolutionists, may protest this
way of setting up the discussion. On their view, there is not a legitimate
distinction between “ultranaturalistic” and “naturalistic” hypotheses. They
believe that if theism is true, then we would expect “natural” or “secondary”
causes to be empirically sufficient (although not ontologically sufficient) to
account for the manifold features of the physical world.14 Thus, the antecedent probability of any scientific hypothesis is the same given theism as given
PN. So the confirmation of a given scientific hypothesis does not raise (or
lower) the probability of theism vis-à-vis the probability PN. Thus, these
theists would deny, for example, that repeated and clear confirmation of an
abiogenesis theory of chemical evolution over and against an intelligent design hypothesis for the origin of life would raise the probability of PN at all
with respect to the probability of theism.
By extension, these theists believe that when philosophical naturalists
claim that science provides epistemic support for PN as opposed to theism,
14. E.g., Thomas Aquinas affirmed that God often works through providence and natural
law rather than miraculous intervention. See Summa Theologica I, q.22, a.3; q.103, a.6; Summa
Contra Gentiles 3.69–83.
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they are simply mistaken. In fact, a number of theists hold that MN ought to
be retained precisely because it prevents philosophical naturalists from overstating the alleged worldview implications of science. Under MN, science
can only consider naturalistic explanations—it does not engage and refute
metalevel nonnaturalistic explanations—and so philosophical naturalists
cannot use science to attack theism. For example, a fisherman who uses a net
with holes large enough to catch salmon cannot conclude, upon repeatedly
checking his net, that there are no herring in his fishing waters; his salmon
net is the wrong tool for the job. Likewise, a philosophical naturalist cannot
legitimately use science to attack theism because his “tool for the job” simply does not address nonnaturalistic views or explanations.
While I believe this objection is thought provoking, I have no interest in
pursuing it here. Instead, I will set it aside and concede to some philosophical
naturalists, for the sake of argument, that at least some scientific hypotheses
about major areas of origins, including those discussed above, have differing
antecedent probabilities on theism than on (their version of) PN. That is, I
wish to grant a major, and controversial, contention that the deliverances of
science can in fact provide epistemic support to PN over and against theism.
Thus, I am willing to grant that purely naturalistic (or secondary) accounts
of the origin of the universe, fine tuning, life, certain molecular phenomena,
Cambrian fauna, and human beings, can raise the probability of PN while
lowering the probability of theism. (Accordingly, I will hereafter refer to
such naturalistic hypotheses as “ultranaturalistic” since I am allowing that
they are more antecedently probable on PN than on theism.) My thesis in this
essay is that even with this major concession there are still compelling reasons for philosophical naturalists to reject MN. Indeed, in order to maximize
the potential or actual epistemic support from science for PN, philosophical
naturalists ought to avoid MN.
But just what does it mean for a hypothesis in science to “provide epistemic support to” or “raise the probability of” or “confirm” either PN or
theism? As philosophers of science know, the notion of confirmation of a
hypothesis—much less the scientific confirmation of a worldview—is a troubling subject. However, I can sidestep this issue by conceding, once again,
whatever mainstream method or conception of confirmation philosophical
naturalists wish to use in making their case(s) that the deliverances of specific
historical sciences support PN over theism. I can concede mainstream methods like inference to the best explanation, Bayes’s theorem, and so on—even
the much dogged hypothetico-deductive approach, if necessary—as well as
associated notions of confirmation such as “raising the probability of PN to
a certain level,” “making PN more probable than not,” “making PN more
likely than theism,” and the like. The onus to articulate and defend these
methods and conceptions is on philosophical naturalists. Regardless of my
personal beliefs, I am simply conceding for the sake of argument that they
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have, or will have, some defensible account(s) of the scientific confirmation
of PN over theism. A dispute about these matters is not so much an attack on
my argument as it is on the epistemology of philosophical naturalists who
attempt to draw epistemic support for their worldview from science. For
the present time, however, philosophical naturalists who believe that science
strengthens PN may have their say. In this sense, this essay makes its argument on the “home field” of PN.
Finally, what is “philosophical naturalism”? This term is not easy to
define because the literature contains multiple definitions of “naturalism,”
some of which are incompatible. Indeed, one thinker even claims that “there
is no clear answer to the question of what it means to be a naturalist.”15 Even
so, a minimalist definition can be stipulated for present purposes—namely,
that PN is “the worldview which claims that only the natural world exists,
where the ‘natural world’ is understood as the totality of entities, events, and
processes that have spatiotemporal location. In general, all fundamental facts
or truths have spatiotemporal location. God, or other supernatural agencies,
processes, or powers do not exist.”16 This definition is sometimes referred to
as ontological naturalism or metaphysical naturalism. While the main argument of this essay will focus on PN (so defined), parallel arguments can be
made mutatis mutandis for versions of naturalism or atheism that allow nonnatural conceptions of numbers, logical laws, moral properties, reasons, and
so on. As such, while the central argument of this essay will focus on “narrow” PN, the argument can be modified so that it has much wider application. But whatever the variations, this essay will limit itself to versions of PN
in which this worldview is not justified on purely philosophical grounds but
takes the deliverances of science as providing significant or crucial epistemic
support, especially in its contest with theism. Philosophical naturalists who
hold their worldview exclusively for philosophical reasons or who believe
that the sciences do not strengthen PN may safely set this essay aside.17

15. Michael Rea, “Naturalism and Material Objects,” in Naturalism: A Critical Analysis,
110.
16. Cf. Elliott Sober, “Why Methodological Naturalism?” 1, http://philosophy.wisc.edu/
sober/recent.html. Even this definition, however, is not without difficulties.
17. Having said this it is important to note that, on some versions of PN, there is a fine line
between “philosophical” support and “scientific” support for PN. W. V. Quine, e.g., seems to
erase the line with his recommendation that epistemology ought to be a branch of the cognitive
sciences. Philosophical naturalists who do not justify (or define) PN on purely philosophical
grounds but identify the ontology of their worldview with what science discovers may be particularly venerable to a version of the present argument (if they also accept MN) because science
provides not just an epistemic foundation for their worldview but an ontological one as well.
See a parallel point in Dallas Willard, “Naturalism and Knowledge,” in Naturalism: A Critical
Analysis, 24–48.
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Affable Companions?
A number of thinkers believe that PN and MN are ready complements.
Consider Nobel Laureate Steven Weinberg, who writes: “the only way that
any sort of science can proceed is to assume that there is no divine intervention and to see how far one can get with this assumption.”18 So, science
requires MN. Science also supports PN: scientific findings do not point to
God, Weinberg thinks, noting that “I find sadness in doubting that we” will
discover “in the laws of nature a plan prepared by a concerned creator.”19 Instead, “all our experience throughout the history of science has tended in the
opposite direction, toward a chilling impersonality in the laws of nature.”20
Science does not suggest that God exists but rather that PN (or something
like it) is true. And this discovery came about by studying the natural world
through the lens of MN. It seems that PN and MN fit seamlessly.
Weinberg is not alone. Philosophical naturalist Barbara Forrest presents
an extended argument for a positive epistemic relationship between PN and
MN.21 Among her conclusions is, “Since philosophical naturalism is an outgrowth of methodological naturalism, and methodological naturalism has
been validated by its epistemological and technological success, then every
expansion in scientific understanding lends it further confirmation.”22 Apparently, Forrest believes that science’s success under MN provides epistemic
support for PN.23 Put differently, since science invokes only natural entities
and causes, and has explained a great deal doing so, a reasonable inference is
that the world in fact contains nothing more than natural entities and causes.
In short, MN-governed science bolsters PN.
Philosophical naturalist Eugenie Scott also sees a tight connection between PN and MN. She states that “It is very likely the case that all philosophical naturalists are simultaneously methodological naturalists”24 and, in
a diagram describing “The Relationship Between Methodological and Philosophical Naturalism,” she observes “All philosophical naturalists are methodological naturalists. . . .”25 Apparently, Scott believes that PN entails, or
18. Steven Weinberg, Dreams of a Final Theory (New York: Vintage Books, 1993), 247.
This is a slightly different version of MN, but very close to the definition used in this essay.
19. Ibid., 256.
20. Ibid., 245.
21. Barbara Forrest, “Methodological Naturalism and Philosophical Naturalism: Clarifying
the Connection,” Philo 3, no. 2 (2000): 7–29.
22. Ibid., 27–9.
23. Forrest’s language is a bit opaque here: she is not entirely clear what the “it” refers to in
the final phrase “then every expansion in scientific understanding lends it further confirmation.”
Does Forrest mean “philosophical naturalism” or “methodological naturalism”? The context
suggests the former, although not plainly.
24. Eugenie Scott, Evolution vs. Creationism (Berkeley: University of California Press,
2005), 65 (emphasis added).
25. Ibid., 66.
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nearly entails, MN.26 As a signatory of the Humanist Manifesto III, Scott also
affirms a “philosophy of life . . . without supernaturalism” and that science
supports this view of life.27 So science increases the plausibility of PN (or
some similar view). Collectively, she seems to hold that PN entails, or nearly
entails, MN and also that the findings of science under MN strengthen PN.
Philosopher Daniel Dennett also seems to accept a kindred view. In a
talk at the American Philosophical Association in 2009, Dennett claimed
both that neo-Darwinian science supports PN more than theism and also that
MN is “tacitly assumed . . . throughout scientific investigation.”28 Thus, in
the case of neo-Darwinism (for example), biological science, which permits
only naturalistic explanations, provides strong grounds to believe that naturalistic explanations are, in fact, correct.
Thus, some scholars believe that the deliverances of science under MN
increase the plausibility of PN. It is important to note, first, that this essay
does not claim that most philosophical naturalists accept this view. Rather
some thinkers do, including some fairly visible ones.29 Second, despite appearances, PN does not entail MN (as these terms are used here). That is, the
truth of PN does not imply that God-based explanations are not permitted
within science. While PN does entail that “true explanations in science will
be purely naturalistic,” it does not entail that God hypotheses may not be
evaluated in science at all—especially for the purpose of refutation.30 Not
only is there not an entailment relation between PN and MN (respectively)
but, as this essay will argue, the union of the two actually harms the epistemic integrity of PN.
26. In the broader context of the passages quoted above, Scott seems to assume that philosophical naturalists are thinking correctly about the relationship between PN and MN.
27. “Humanist Manifesto III,” http://www.americanhumanist.org/who_we_are/about_
humanism/Humanist_Manifesto_III.
28. Strictly speaking, Dennett claimed that “naturalism is tacitly assumed . . . throughout
scientific investigation.” Presumably, by “naturalism,” he meant “MN” rather than “PN,” since
(i) the former view is widely-held while the latter is highly controversial, (ii) he offered this
claim without argument, which seems to suggest he had the widely-held view in mind, and (iii)
he did not contest Alvin Plantinga’s criticism of the “PN” interpretation of “naturalism,” which
also seems to suggest he meant “MN” by the term “naturalism”; see Dennett, “Commentary on
Alvin Plantinga’s ‘Science and Religion.’”
29. Arguably, Richard Lewontin also accepts the (problematic) union of PN and MN. See
Lewontin, “Billions and Billions of Demons,” New York Review of Books, January 9, 1997,
28–32.
30. Of course, PN combined with the claim that “only true theories can be considered within
science” entails that God hypotheses not be considered within science (since they are not true).
But this combination is not entailed by PN nor is it entailed by the conjunction of PN and scientific realism. (A realist may consider false hypotheses if only to help illuminate the epistemic
merits of his own theories, potential lines of research, mistakes to avoid, and so on.) In any
case, philosophical naturalists who do not justify PN on purely philosophical grounds but draw
upon MN-governed science to support PN, especially in its contest with theism, fall prey to the
problems outlined in this essay.
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Strange Bedfellows
God Hypotheses, Confirmation,
and Disconfirmation, Part 1
A problem created by the union of PN with MN can be seen by examining the scientific confirmation and disconfirmation of God hypotheses when
MN governs science. Recall that under MN, the historical sciences in question can only consider naturalistic or ultranaturalistic hypotheses. Science
can, therefore, only corroborate or confirm hypotheses that are naturalistic
or ultranaturalistic because they are the only ones evaluated, the only ones
“on the table.” Since God hypotheses are nonnaturalistic they cannot receive
evidential confirmation within the context of science. It is important to realize that the present claim is not that God hypotheses do not receive scientific
confirmation—because, as a matter of fact, the evidence does not support
them—but that they cannot be confirmed as a matter of definition. By analogy, a person barred from entering the lottery can never win the jackpot; a
football player sitting on the bench can never score a touchdown. No possible evidence can confirm God hypotheses within a scientific context, no
matter what the evidence actually is. This is just what MN entails.
Paradoxically, even though God hypotheses cannot be scientifically assessed, some philosophical naturalists who accept MN also state or imply
that they can be scientifically disconfirmed. That is, even though a strict
application of MN precludes the scientific disconfirmation of any God hypotheses—since such hypotheses are not admitted into science in the first
place—a number of philosophical naturalists also hold that science disconfirms contemporary God hypotheses.31 Thus, God hypotheses are ineligible
for disconfirmation and have been disconfirmed.
For example, in the present day, philosophical naturalists routinely cite
data from embryology, molecular biology, neurology, cosmology, genetics,
and an array of other disciplines as evidence for PN precisely because they
believe that ultranaturalistic hypotheses better explain the evidence than
corresponding God hypotheses about the same phenomena. When an ultranaturalistic hypothesis is confirmed, some philosophical naturalists take this
as providing epistemic support for their worldview and as weakening the
epistemic status of theism. Data like the striking genetic similarity between
chimpanzees and humans, Galapagos finch-beak evolution, the properties
of the type-III secretory apparatus, and so on, are often taken as confirming
neo-Darwinism and, hence, enhancing the plausibility of PN while also disconfirming some of the claims of intelligent design theory or various forms
31. For examples, see the references to Dennett, Forrest, Weinberg, Scott, et al. Thomas Nagel makes a parallel point in “Public Education and Intelligent Design,” Philosophy and Public
Affairs 36 (2008): 189, 201.
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of providentialism and, hence, lowering the plausibility of Judeo-Christian
theism.
The upshot is that some philosophical naturalists simultaneously invoke
MN—which precludes the scientific disconfirmation of God hypotheses—
and hold that God hypotheses are disconfirmed by scientific evidence. But
this view is incoherent, a bit like telling a football player that he is both eligible and ineligible to catch the ball during the game.

God Hypotheses, Confirmation,
and Disconfirmation, Part 2
There is another layer to the problem of the union between PN and MN.
In some cases, evidence which confirms an ultranaturalistic hypothesis automatically disconfirms a rival God hypothesis about the same phenomenon.
This is because some ultranaturalistic hypotheses and God hypotheses form
a mutually exhaustive disjunction so that the confirmation of one entails the
disconfirmation of the other. Specifically, the strong disjunction is “Phenomenon X was produced by natural causes such that it was not guided,
planned, or caused by God or phenomenon X was guided, planned, or caused
by God.” For example, some philosophical naturalists believe that scientific
evidence supports Darwin’s mechanism of natural selection and random mutation—which they regard as not guided, planned, or caused by God—as the
best explanation for the origin of human beings and their intellectual, moral,
and religious capacities.32 Note that the scientific evidence which confirms
this hypothesis automatically disconfirms the rival hypothesis that human
beings were at least in part created by God, a view explicitly endorsed by
the Catholic Church and historically by the Protestant and Eastern Orthodox traditions.33 Thus, the moment a philosophical naturalist claims that an
ultranaturalistic hypothesis has been scientifically confirmed is the moment
that she has effectively accepted the disconfirmation of a corresponding God
hypothesis to one degree or another, in cases of a strong disjunction. Particularly in matters related to the origin of the universe, life, certain multicellular organisms, and the human mind, many ultranaturalistic hypotheses
form a strong disjunction with corresponding God hypotheses. The result is
that philosophical naturalists who accept the scientific confirmation of these
ultranaturalistic hypotheses also implicitly accept the scientific disconfirmation of God hypotheses, if only unconsciously. The nature of strong disjunctions simply makes this unavoidable.
32. In this regard, see Nagel’s perceptive comments about the disjunction between Darwin’s
theory and intelligent design theory. Nagel, “Public Education and Intelligent Design,” 188.
Arguably, Dennett, Scott, Forrest, and others also accept this disjunction.
33. John Paul II, “Theories of Evolution,” First Things, March 1997, 28–9; Jonathan Wells,
“Darwinism and the Argument to Design,” Dialogue and Alliance 4, no. 4 (1991): 69–85.
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The problem is that some philosophical naturalists allow the scientific
disconfirmation of God hypotheses (either directly or indirectly via strong
disjunction) while also holding that MN exclusively governs science. What
emerges is the following dynamic: on the one hand, MN bars hypotheses
that, if allowed and confirmed, would raise the probability of theism. On the
other hand, some philosophical naturalists also take confirmations of ultranaturalistic hypotheses as strong reasons why God hypotheses and theism
are not likely true. The more ultranaturalistic explanations overtake ground
once held by theistic explanations, the more some philosophical naturalists
regard their worldview as vindicated. The result is that God hypotheses and
theism cannot be confirmed, but can be disconfirmed within science. More
specifically, in areas of the historical sciences specified above, God hypotheses have no opportunity to gain epistemic support from the data but they
have every opportunity to lose epistemic support from the data. The philosophical naturalist who accepts MN has created terms of engagement that
make her competitor unable to succeed but likely to fail. Heads I win, tails
you lose.

Philosophical Naturalism,
Confirmation, and Disconfirmation
The opposite side of this dilemma also presents a problem: when joined
to MN, PN cannot be disconfirmed within science. That is, PN can never
experience evidential criticism within science for two reasons. First, under
MN, God hypotheses—the most serious epistemic rivals to PN—are not
permitted. The confirmation of God hypotheses, especially in a cumulative
manner, would lessen the epistemic support for PN. But under MN this is not
possible; no serious competition is tolerated. Second, under MN, scientific
counter evidence against PN is barred. Since MN requires that all scientific
evidence be given a natural explanation, evidence can never disconfirm PN,
no matter what the evidence on hand actually is. This is not to say that scientific evidence fails to disconfirm PN as a matter of fact, but that it cannot as
a matter of principle. Empirical evidence cannot so much as murmur against
PN, and no rival hypotheses, however modest, can cast a shadow on its scientific stature.
Another head of the hydra emerges, this time directed at the scientific
confirmation of PN under MN. When tied to MN, PN nearly always receives
confirmation, no matter what the empirical evidence happens to be in the
historical sciences in question.34 In fact, with MN at its side, PN is virtu34. PN is confirmed given the assumption, granted in this essay, that naturalized accounts of
the origin of life, the human mind, and so on have a higher antecedent probability on PN than on
theism. (As mentioned, I have designated these accounts as “ultranaturalistic.”) Also, I say that
PN “nearly always” receives confirmation, rather than “always” receives it, because philosophi-
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ally guaranteed to be confirmed—again, regardless of the data. To see how,
suppose for a moment that MN was stricken from historical science so that
the God hypotheses in question were evaluated head-to-head against their
ultranaturalistic counterparts. While the task of comparing rival hypotheses
is often fraught with difficulty—and while an adjudicating “crucial experiment” is the stuff of fairy tales—it is possible in many cases to weigh these
hypotheses side-by-side.35 When this is done, a thinker might reasonably
conclude that ceteris paribus the ultranaturalistic hypothesis embodied more
epistemic desiderata than its rival, perhaps by having greater explanatory
scope, causal adequacy, simplicity, and so on. If this were the case, then PN
would receive genuine confirmation over theism, all things being equal.
But if MN is at work, then the scenario changes significantly in key areas of historical science. God hypotheses can no longer meet ultranaturalistic
ones in open field of battle. The only hypotheses on the table are ultranaturalistic (given the assumption allowed earlier). Among these ultranaturalistic
hypotheses, a particular one might embody more epistemic desiderata than
the others. But ultranaturalistic hypotheses as a category of explanation will
be the leading scientific accounts—MN guarantees this. In fact, it does not
matter the least how much causal adequacy, explanatory power, simplicity,
beauty and so forth a “leading” ultranaturalistic hypothesis has; the only requirement is to have more of these virtues than its brothers. Indeed, it does
not matter much what the evidence is; under MN, an ultranaturalistic hypothesis will always emerge as the best scientific hypothesis. Empirical evidence is basically irrelevant to the fact that the winning theory—whatever it
is—will be ultranaturalistic, and thus taken to support PN. MN does the real
work, empirical data trailing lazily behind.
A pause to take stock of the argument may be helpful. Recall that the
God hypotheses specified in this essay are (designated) contemporary hypotheses which seem to fall within particular areas of historical science.
They also draw upon current empirical data, methods of inference, probability, confirmation, and related notions. When understood correctly or
augmented appropriately, arguments for these hypotheses are not arguments
from ignorance, but offer positive reasons (whether strong or weak) for their
conclusions. And, last, many of these hypotheses are currently engaged by
scientists or scientifically-minded philosophers, including philosophical naturalists, in print or at professional conferences. (God hypotheses that do not
fit these four criteria are not considered in this essay.) I have noted that some
philosophical naturalists, like Weinberg, Dennett, Scott, and others, seem
to approve the union between PN and MN. This essay has argued that this
union leads to the following results in specified areas of historical science: (i)
cal naturalists may legitimately claim that current ultranaturalistic accounts of, say, the origin of
life are vastly underdetermined by the empirical data and, thus, do not confirm PN.
35. Such testing should be understood in light of some reasonable conception of the QuineDuhem thesis, of course.
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Some philosophical naturalists who accept MN—so that contemporary God
hypotheses may not be confirmed by scientific data—also believe that these
God hypotheses are disconfirmed by scientific data. Thus, they hold that scientific evidence may never support, but only degrade, God hypotheses—no
matter what the evidence on hand actually is. (ii) Additionally, under MN,
even God hypotheses which form a strong disjunction with corresponding
ultranaturalistic hypotheses are barred from receiving scientific assessment.
However, some of the philosophical naturalists who hold MN also accept
confirmations of ultranaturalistic hypotheses that form a strong disjunction
with corresponding God hypotheses, thereby tacitly accepting the assessment (and disconfirmation) of these God hypotheses. Paradoxically, then,
some philosophical naturalists hold that these God hypotheses cannot be scientifically assessed but also can be scientifically assessed. (iii) Meanwhile,
MN virtually mandates that PN receive scientific confirmation, no matter
what the empirical evidence on hand is. (iv) And, MN simultaneously insulates PN from any degree of scientific disconfirmation, again, no matter what
the empirical evidence actually is.
This dynamic is not particularly venerable or fair-minded when employed in the service of versions of PN that draw upon science for (significant) epistemic support. (Recall that “PN,” as used here, is limited to
versions of PN that gain epistemic aid from science; versions that do not are
set aside in this essay.) MN poses a problem for the epistemic integrity of
PN both in its use by certain thinkers—(i) and (ii)—and in its nature—(iii)
and (iv)—in short, both in practice and in principle. United with MN, PN is
guaranteed a place in the winner’s circle simply by virtue of the ground rules
it specifies. Perhaps philosophical naturalists should avoid this approach to
certain historical sciences by setting MN aside and returning to the core values of their worldview: a high regard for empirical evidence, sound argument, and open inquiry.

Objections and Replies
A number of objections can be raised. Space permits only a brief appraisal of a conceptual, a realist, a pragmatic, and a linguistic objection. The
conceptual objection holds that there are strong principled grounds for MN
such that, whatever complications might arise from joining MN with PN,
there are still compelling conceptual or definitional reasons to not allow God
hypotheses in science. These reasons arise from careful analysis of the relations and implications of concepts like “God,” “omnipotence,” “science,”
and the like. For example, philosophical naturalist Eugenie Scott claims:
Recall that one of the hallmarks of science is the ability to hold some
variables constant in order to be able to test the role of others. If in-
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deed there is an omnipotent force that intervenes in the material world,
by definition it is not possible to control for—to hold constant—such
actions. As one wag put it, “You can’t put God in a test tube”; and, one
must add, you can’t keep Him out of one, either. Such is the nature
of omnipotence—by definition. As a result, scientists do not consider
supernatural explanations as scientific.36

The problem with such conceptual arguments is that, despite their high visibility and frequent repetition, they have not fared well against close scrutiny. In my view, Del Ratzsch, Larry Laudan, and others have effectively
dispatched these justifications for MN.37 Moreover, they are often hard to
reconcile with the objectors’ own views. Scott, for example, believes that
neo-Darwinism compellingly explains an array of empirical data while creationism and intelligent design (ID) fail to do so.38 But surely, if a given
God hypothesis is in principle not empirically testable, as Scott claims, then
it does not make sense to say that it has been empirically tested (and failed).
If Scott were consistent in her application of her “in principle” justification for MN, then she would have to jettison some of her claims that
the predictions of ID and creationism are empirically false. That is, Scott
would have to eschew much of the evidential case against creationism and
ID. (Yet, curiously, the alleged evidential weaknesses of these views seem
to be precisely the central reason why Scott, and many others, reject them.)
Moreover, as Elliott Sober has noted, the case for Darwinism (and neo-Darwinism) can be viewed as an inference to the best explanation, in which the
theory is compared to rival hypotheses, including versions of creationism
and ID.39 If this is so, then the evidential case for neo-Darwinism hinges
in part on the assumption that at least some creationist and ID hypotheses
can be, at a minimum, empirically tested in head-to-head competition with
neo-Darwinian theory. On this view neo-Darwinism gains epistemic support not just because it explains an array of data—lots of theories can do
that—but because it does so better than its competitors. But if creationism or
ID cannot be empirically tested, then the empirical case for neo-Darwinism
suffers, since it cannot gain epistemic force from comparison with its chief
36. Scott, Evolution vs. Creationism, 50 (emphasis added).
37. See note 1. See also Larry Laudan, “The Demise of the Demarcation Problem,” “Science
at the Bar—Causes for Concern,” and “More on Creationism,” in But Is It Science? ed. Michael
Ruse (Amherst, NY: Prometheus, 1996), 337–50, 351–5, 363–6, respectively; Phillip Quinn,
“The Philosopher of Science as Expert Witness,” in But Is It Science? 367–85.
38. See, e.g., Scott’s discussion of how the “the oddities of nature” or suboptimal design
favor Darwin’s theory over Paley’s theory and how current developments in biological science
pose evidential problems for intelligent design theory; Scott, Evolution vs. Creationism, 82–4,
113–33, esp. 118–19.
39. Elliott Sober, Philosophy of Biology, 2nd ed. (Boulder, CO: Westview, 2000), 27–57.
Even if the case for neo-Darwinism is not an inference to the best explanation, as a de facto
practice many advocates of the theory compare its epistemic virtues with intelligent design or
creationism, and take this (favorable) comparison as increasing the plausibility of neo-Darwinism.
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rivals. So, it may be the case that consistent application of Scott’s principled
justification for MN would not only lessen the epistemic significance of the
empirical liabilities of creationism and ID but also diminish the epistemic
significance of the empirical strengths of neo-Darwinian theory.40 Arguably,
from the perspective of PN, weakening both the empirical case against rival
hypotheses and the positive case for ultranaturalistic hypotheses are both
unattractive options, since doing so may attenuate epistemic support for PN.
Moreover, the most fundamental point remains—namely, that thinkers who
wish to maintain principled justifications for MN must still respond to the
trenchant philosophical criticisms of Ratzsch, Laudan, and others.
A second objection is in order, which might be called the “realist” objection. One could claim that the history of science indicates that ultranaturalistic hypotheses have been progressively confirmed whereas God hypotheses
have been increasingly disconfirmed. From Laplace to Darwin to Hawking,
the pattern of scientific discovery is one of the growing explanatory and predictive power of ultranaturalistic explanations. God hypotheses, on the other
hand, suffer from attenuating explanatory and predictive power.41 On realist
assumptions, this pattern arguably suggests that, as a category, mature ultranaturalistic hypotheses are true, approximately true, or at least significantly
more likely to be true than their theistic counterparts. Accordingly, there is
an epistemic reason, based on historical precedents combined with realism,
to block the incursion of hypotheses into science which have a track record
of being epistemically substandard.
Before offering a response, it is helpful to note that this objection, along
with the “pragmatic” objection below, is sometimes used by philosophical
naturalists (as well as theists) to support versions of MN in which the convention is seen as a “working hypothesis” (or prima facie assumption) rather
than as an inviolable rule of science.42 While the latter version of MN will remain the focus of this essay, my response to the realist and pragmatic objections will also raise criticisms relevant to the “working hypothesis” version
of MN, mutatis mutandis. If my response is successful, then neither version
is suitable for PN.
The “realist” argument above is inductive (or projective): since there are
so many episodes in the past in which ultranaturalistic hypotheses supplanted God hypotheses, then one ought to ignore contemporary God hypotheses
within science in the present. The difficulty for this inductive claim is that,
with respect to at least some of the areas of historical sciences specified in
this essay, philosophical naturalists cannot make a strong inductive inference
40. While the present exposition has focused on Scott’s particular views, the same can be
said mutatis mutandis of other conceptual or in principle defenses of MN.
41. E.g., Forrest, “Methodological Naturalism,” 27–9.
42. E.g., McDonald and Tro, “In Defense of Methodological Naturalism,” 201–29; Bruce
Weber and David Depew, “Darwinism, Design, and Complex Systems Dynamics,” Debating
Design, 185; cf. Ernan McMullin’s QMN1 in “Varieties of Methodological Naturalism.”
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because key origins questions within these areas remain largely unsolved
by philosophical naturalists. That is, PN does not have a historical “body of
accumulated explanatory success” with respect to, specifically, the origin of
the universe, fine tuning, life, and the mind—despite over 2,500 years of attempts from the ancient Milesians to the present. It is true that significant discoveries have been made in these areas, but these findings generally reveal
what needs to be explained rather than how to explain it ultranaturalistically.
For example, since the mid-nineteenth century a great deal has been learned
about the staggering complexity of life at the molecular level. In Darwin’s
time, a number of thinkers believed that a suitable naturalistic explanation for
the advent of life would not be difficult to discover. Contemporary science
has, if anything, raised more hurdles to (ultra)naturalistic origin-of-life scenarios, as even staunch methodological naturalist Michael Ruse concedes.43
In the areas just mentioned, increases in knowledge about the explanandum
have not been accompanied by suitable (ultra)naturalistic explanans.
Thus, because so much remains unsolved about the origin of the universe,
fine tuning, life, and the mind, the simple fact is that philosophical naturalists
do not have a broad historical basis on which to infer that (ultra)naturalistic
hypotheses are the only viable options. More than two millennia of failure in
certain historical sciences is not an impressive ground by which to mandate
that scientific explanations must be naturalized in these areas. This point is
perfectly compatible with, say, the discovery of an ultranaturalistic solution
to the origin of life next week. The present point does not claim that such a
solution will not be found—even in the very near future—but only that the
historically-based inductive argument for MN has little to commend it with
respect to the historical sciences relevant to the origin of the universe, fine
tuning, life, and the mind.44
A second reply can be given to the “realist” objection, which applies
even in areas of historical science in which there are already successful ultranaturalistic hypotheses (for example, the neo-Darwinian account of organic
history, according to some). Recall that the realist objection suggests that
the reason God hypotheses are not allowed in science in the present day is
because they are unlikely (or significantly less likely) to be true (or approximately true) than (ultra)naturalistic ones. Intelligent design alternatives to
neo-Darwinism, for example, are sometimes ruled out of science on these
grounds. This line of reasoning implies that what separates “science” from
“nonscience” is truth, approximate truth, or the property of “being more
43. Michael Ruse, Darwinism and Its Discontents (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University
Press, 2006), 68.
44. A critic might object that the success of (ultra)naturalistic theories in other areas of historical science justifies accepting MN in realms of historical science that are not (yet) explained
by (ultra)naturalistic hypotheses. But this objection assumes that the God hypotheses in the socalled unsolved areas of historical science are false—which is question-begging in the present
context and also problematic for reasons discussed below.
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likely to be true than a rival.” But demarcation along these lines is tenuous.
Surely, “truth” (or its associates noted above) is not a necessary condition
of a properly “scientific” hypothesis. In the wake of Thomas Kuhn, Larry
Laudan, and others, such a demarcation plainly leads to absurdities: any
past or present hypothesis, no matter how fruitful or scientifically significant
can no longer be deemed “scientific” if it is no longer considered true, approximately true, or much more likely to be true than its rivals.45 Thus false
hypotheses like the geocentric universe, the caloric theory of heat, Linus
Pauling’s triple helix DNA model, as well as an array of hypotheses about the
structure of the atom, star formation, light, magnetism, gravity, bird migration, and earthworm reproduction, must be deemed “nonscientific.” Some
Newtonian hypotheses, then, are “scientific” when describing medium-sized
objects traveling at medium speeds and “nonscientific” in other domains—
nimbly changing their designation from one subdiscipline of physics to another. Other hypotheses apparently morph their “scientific” status to keep up
with the times, like the kinetic view of heat, which from the seventeenth to
nineteenth centuries was widely considered true, then largely rejected, then
considered true again.46 The advantage of the “truth” demarcation criterion
is that it makes the history of science brief and easy to learn; the only disadvantage is that it is absurd.
A further problem arises for the realist objection, which applies both in
areas of historical science that have successful (ultra)naturalistic hypotheses
and ones that do not. The realist objection assumes, as noted, that the only
suitably “scientific” hypotheses are ones that are true, approximately true, or
more likely to be true than their rivals. Accordingly, the claim that current
God hypotheses are “unscientific” is equivalent to claiming that they fail to
embody whatever epistemic desiderata are deemed sufficient to indicate a
true, approximately true, or “much more likely to be true” hypothesis. But
how exactly is this evaluation made? While one might try to level a principled philosophical argument against all God hypotheses, and face the associated difficulties,47 the typical approach is to analyze the contemporary
God hypotheses on proffer—including those about fine tuning, Cambrian
biota, bacterial flagella, and so on—and determine that they fail to have the
requisite empirical and conceptual credentials. But this just is to engage in
scientific analysis of God hypotheses by setting MN aside and “getting to the
business” of evaluating prospective hypotheses in a rigorous scientific manner. Indeed, such analysis is unavoidable when the method of reasoning employed explicitly compares rival hypotheses, as inference to the best expla45. Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962); see also note 36.
46. Peter Dear, The Intelligibility of Nature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006),
4.
47. See Nagel’s perceptive comments in “Public Education and Intelligent Design,” 193–
205.
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nation and the odds form of Bayes’s theorem do. But whatever the method
of reasoning, scientific analysis of contemporary God hypotheses is already
presently under way—think of the defenses of neo-Darwinism against ID
arguments, for example—including by some philosophical naturalists who,
ironically, accept MN.48 Thus, those who accept the “truth” demarcation (or
its associates) to justify MN often end up in a curious place: they claim that
contemporary God hypotheses are barred from scientific consideration—so
that a scientific analysis of their truth is not possible—because scientific
analysis shows that these hypotheses are not true (or approximately true, and
so on). This is akin to claiming that the Philadelphia Eagles failed to qualify
for the playoffs because they lost in the first round of the playoffs. Thus, in
cases in which the “truth” demarcation justification for MN relies upon a
scientific assessment of contemporary God hypotheses, this justification undermines itself. It excludes the very grounds it also uses against God hypotheses. Unless a plausible independent justification for the “truth” demarcation
(or its associates) can be given—and its prospects are dim in light of Kuhn,
Laudan, Ratzsch, and others—the “realist” justification for MN destroys its
own foundation.
Moreover, even if the God hypotheses in question do not qualify as “scientific,” the epistemic challenge they pose to PN, however weak or strong,
remains. One might term all God hypotheses “unscientific” or “pseudoscientific” or even “a bit dodgy” and yet the epistemic properties of these hypotheses, and their implications for the rational acceptability of PN, do not
change one iota. The same is true for ultranaturalistic hypotheses. Whatever
their label, they represent an epistemic challenge to theism, however strong
or weak. Even if theists were to deem them “unscientific” or “impious” or
“arrogant bluster,” the epistemic properties of ultranaturalistic hypotheses,
and their implications for the rational acceptability of theism, remain the
same. Mere terminological labels do not change epistemic properties. Just as
theists cannot lower the epistemic plausibility of ultranaturalistic hypotheses
merely by deeming them “arrogant bluster” so naturalists cannot lower the
epistemic plausibility of God hypotheses by labeling them “unscientific.”
As an epistemic matter, each rival hypothesis must be evaluated on its evidential and conceptual merits. The epistemic dispute between PN and theism—which is the heart of the conflict between them—cannot be settled, or
hardly even addressed, by designating one set “scientific” and the other “unscientific.”49 So, even if arguments for MN succeed, MN is entirely irrelevant
to the epistemic contest between PN and theism.
The third objection to my argument follows closely along pragmatic
lines: God hypotheses are science stoppers. Allowing them within science
48. See the references to Dennett, Forrest, Weinberg, Scott, et al.
49. As Stephen Meyer rightly notes, “Reclassifying an argument does not refute it” (Meyer,
Signature in the Cell, 435).
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inhibits robust research.50 Employing a naturalized heuristic on the other
hand has enabled, and continues to enable, the progress of science. “[I]n
the past,” as Michael Ruse succinctly says, “the methodologically naturalistic approach yielded fantastic dividends.”51 The history of science itself has
taught researchers that the best way to study nature is to assume that natural
explanations can be given for natural phenomena.52
A response to this objection hinges upon what constitutes the “progress
of science.” If progress (or “dividends,” as Ruse says) is construed in a realist fashion, so that progress is measured in terms of the qualitative and/or
quantitative increase in hypotheses that are true (or approximately true, and
so on), then the objection is just a reiteration of the realist objection. It is,
thus, subject to the criticisms above. If, on the other hand, “progress” or
“dividends” are measured in nonrealist terms, then two points are in order.
First, as a general point, in my estimation Ratzsch has made strong arguments for the inclusion of God hypotheses within science under nonrealist
assumptions.53 Second, as a point related to PN in particular, a nonrealist
view of science may undermine crucial epistemic support for PN. In nonrealist form, “successful” hypotheses do not purport to offer true descriptions
of the mind-independent world (especially beyond the bounds of empirical
adequacy) and, thus, do not seem to provide significant support for the claim
that PN is also mind-independently true. This is not to say that well-confirmed nonrealist hypotheses do not give any epistemic support to PN, but
that nonrealist hypotheses do not seem to give significant epistemic support
to expansive metaphysical claims like PN. But the philosophical naturalists
considered in this essay believe that much of the confirmation of PN comes
from regarding ultranaturalistic hypotheses as giving true (or approximately
true) accounts of natural phenomena. They generally believe, for example,
that neo-Darwinism provides a correct account of organic history and, because it is said to rely on unguided natural forces rather than divine causes,
the truth of this theory raises the probability of PN while lowering the probability of traditional theism. But if realism goes by the wayside, so does a
great deal of epistemic support for PN. With the nonrealist approach, a philo50. See, e.g., Michael Ruse, “Methodological Naturalism Under Attack,” 363–86; Elliott
Sober, “What Is Wrong with Intelligent Design?” The Quarterly Review of Biology 82 (2007):
3–8.
51. Ruse, “Methodological Naturalism Under Attack,” 377.
52. Ronald Numbers, “Science without God: Natural Laws and Christian Beliefs,” in When
Science and Christianity Meet, ed. David Lindberg and Ronald Numbers (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2003), 265–85; Andrew Ede and Lesley B. Cormack, A History of Science
in Society (Peterborough, Canada: Broadview, 2004); theists McDonald and Tro hold a similar
view in “In Defense of Methodological Naturalism,” 201–29. Although he rejects the “science
stopper” justification for MN, Sober’s justification for MN is along the pragmatic lines sketched
in this objection; see Sober, “Why Methodological Naturalism?” 11.
53. Ratzsch, Nature, Design, and Science, 127–36.
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sophical naturalist may retain MN but lose evidence for PN; she may gain
science, so to speak, but lose her soul.
A final objection contends that, even while holding MN, philosophical
naturalists can still evaluate God hypotheses. A philosophical naturalist can
accept MN, thereby believing that God hypotheses cannot be empirically or
conceptually evaluated within science, while also holding that God hypotheses can be empirically or conceptually evaluated outside of science. For example, a philosophical naturalist can make use of the latest developments in
philosophy of science (including, for example, confirmation theory), survey
the data and concepts from astrophysics, cosmology, biology, and the like
and can, on these bases, determine whether the data from these disciplines
individually and collectively disconfirms theism without per se deeming this
evaluation as part of science proper. So the idea is that a philosophical naturalist who accepts MN can engage in empirical and conceptual scrutiny of
God hypotheses, but does not need to label this scrutiny as falling within the
purview of “science.” (Perhaps instead it occurs under the auspices of “natural theology” or some similar title).
A response to this objection runs parallel to part of the response to the
“realist” objection discussed above. What the present objection fails to appreciate is that the epistemic debate between theism and PN is unaffected by
whatever labels are given to God hypotheses or ultranaturalistic hypotheses.
Suppose in a moment of whimsy, for example, everyone involved in the discussion decided to turn the tables by designating God hypotheses “scientific”
and ultranaturalistic hypotheses “natural theological.” Would the empirical
or conceptual credentials of any of these hypotheses be altered? Or would the
methods of evaluating these hypotheses suddenly change, including the use
of data or concepts from the natural sciences and the philosophy of science?
Not the least. In fact mere labels per se serve no meaningful epistemic purpose. And, to reiterate, the epistemic dispute between PN and theism—rather
than quibbles about nomenclature—is the heart of the issue between them.
MN is simply a red herring.

Final Reflections
If the argument in this essay is correct, then judged from the vantage of
PN, MN not only lacks strong epistemic credentials but actually harms the
epistemic status of PN. So then what of MN? Given that it appears to lack a
significant epistemic justification in the present context, what is its purpose?
I will offer a speculation as to its primary function. It is my view that, like
many demarcation criteria, MN often (although not always) serves a rhetorical and political purpose. In the West, there is a cultural, academic, political,
professional, and polemical advantage to labeling one’s own hypotheses as
“scientific” while deeming rival claims as “unscientific.” Activities labeled
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“science” enjoy a status that “unscientific” or “nonscientific” activities simply lack. “Scientific” thinkers and their work are eligible for NSF funding,
lab space, research access, sizeable budgets, peer-review approval in technical journals, tenure recommendations, influence on the public education system, and so on—in sum, a notable degree of cultural and academic privilege.
As Laudan observes, “We live in a society which sets great store by science.
Scientific ‘experts’ play a privileged role in many of our institutions, ranging from the courts of law to the corridors of power. At a more fundamental
level, most of us strive to shape our beliefs about the natural world in the
‘scientific’ image.”54 If Francis Bacon was right that knowledge is power,
then conventional wisdom suggests that scientific knowledge is powerful
indeed.
While there are certainly scholars and lay people who do not hold science in high regard, there are many who do. Even social constructivists, who
try to show that science is not epistemically privileged, tacitly acknowledge
that science has been accorded cultural and academic honors; the very fact
that these constructivists attack science shows that they recognize that science is highly regarded (wrongly, in their view). If the general and academic
cultures did not believe science to be epistemically superior, then there would
be no reason for constructivists to try to set the record straight.
What this means at a practical level is that the prestige accorded “scientific” hypotheses serves to boost their prima facie epistemic status: what is
labeled as “scientific” is taken by large sectors of the public and the academy
as having a degree of credibility that “nonscientific” enterprises do not. In
fact, this is a historical pattern in the West. When Galileo left the University
of Padua to pursue his research under the grand duke of Tuscany, he lobbied
to be given the label “natural philosopher” rather than only “mathematician”
because he believed the title would increase his academic prestige and allow his ideas to have more credibility. A century later, Newton’s account of
universal gravitation was attacked by the Cartesians as not just wrong but
“unscientific,” since it did not provide a mechanism, as all “proper” scientific
explanations must do. In 1859, Charles Darwin famously argued that special
creationism was inferior to descent with modification. After Darwin’s views
had become increasingly accepted, he altered later editions of the Origin to
explicitly include a new claim: creationism was “not a scientific explanation”
at all.55 This move enabled him and like-minded scientists to marginalize
creationism from the discussion altogether.56 And, in the early twentieth century the dispute about genetics between the biometricians and Mendelians
was more than simply a contest about which view was correct but also about
which one was properly scientific. The label “scientific” or “unscientific” has
54. Laudan, “The Demise of the Demarcation Problem,” 337.
55. Charles Darwin, Origin of Species, 4th ed. (London: John Murray, 1866), 513.
56. Numbers, “Science without God,” 279–80; Stephen Dilley, Methodological Naturalism,
History, and Science (PhD diss., Arizona State University, 2007), 119–74.
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been for a very long time a rhetorical tool to discredit rival views. In heated
disputes about the natural world, designating a hypothesis as “scientific” is
not descriptive but affirmative. And labeling a rival as “unscientific” is not
neutral but a slight. As Laudan notes,
No one can look at the history of debates between scientists and
“pseudo-scientists” without realizing that demarcation criteria are
typically used as machines de guerre in a polemical battle between
rival camps. Indeed, many of those most closely associated with the
demarcation issue have evidently had hidden (and sometimes not so
hidden) agendas of various sorts. It is well known, for instance, that
Aristotle was concerned to embarrass the practitioners of Hippocratic
medicine; and it is notorious that the logical positivists wanted to repudiate metaphysics and that Popper was out to “get” Marx and Freud.
In every case, they used a demarcation criterion of their own devising
as the discrediting device.57

As a de facto matter, designating God hypotheses as “unscientific”—
especially in the historical and current intellectual climate—attenuates the
perceived plausibility of these hypotheses. The label “unscientific” serves a
rhetorical function for those who wield it.
But so what? One might object that as a strictly (de jure) epistemic matter, God hypotheses do not suffer one iota as a result of being labeled “unscientific.” But this objection is really part of the point: if such labels are epistemically irrelevant, then the proper course of action is to set aside the labels
“scientific” and “unscientific” when referring to ultranaturalistic hypotheses
and God hypotheses. As Laudan counsels:
If we would stand up and be counted on the side of reason, we ought
to drop terms like “pseudo-science” and “unscientific” from our vocabulary; they are just hollow phrases which do only emotive work for
us . . . our focus should be squarely on the empirical and conceptual
credentials for claims about the world. The “scientific” status of those
claims is altogether irrelevant.58

In light of the West’s historical and contemporary veneration of science,
it is naive to ignore the very real social, political, and professional benefits
attached to “scientific” hypotheses, and the corresponding lack hampering
“unscientific” ones. Indeed, too little attention has been given to this subtext
in the demarcational squabbling about God hypotheses, particularly in the
melee over creationism and public education. Philip Quinn rightly observes
in this vein that “[m]ethodological positions bear on the debate only to the
extent that they can be made to serve as weapons in a political struggle.”59
MN often functions less as a defensible intellectual position and more as a
57. Laudan, “The Demise of the Demarcation Problem,” 344.
58. Ibid., 349.
59. Philip Quinn, “Creationism, Methodology, and Politics,” in But Is It Science? 395.
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polemical tool in a broader cultural and ideological battle. It is, in the main,
a rhetorical weapon in a worldview clash.
In the end, philosophical naturalists should avoid rhetorical maneuvers
and epistemic dogmatism and, instead, play to their strength: scientific engagement with rival worldviews. They should try to show straightforwardly
that the data from various disciplines fits more elegantly and fully within an
ultranaturalistic framework than within a theistic one. After all, philosophical naturalists typically believe that their worldview blossomed on the tail of
the scientific revolution, matures in pace with scientific progress, and looks
forward to greater vindication as the natural world unfolds. By setting MN
aside, philosophical naturalists can evade dogmatism, pursue science, and
meet rivals in open field of battle. Those who are confident in their enterprise
should want nothing less.60

60. I am grateful for constructive criticism of earlier versions of this essay by Andrea Palpant
Dilley, Logan Paul Gage, Joseph Gorra, Richard McClelland, and two anonymous reviewers.

